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Abstract: I study the primarily stage of the creation of planets and the universe. I think that Coriolis Effect and disc accretion are responsible of the creation of the universe.

THE WHITE PAPER/

In this work, I study the early stage of the creation of planets and the universe. I think that Coriolis Effect and disc accretion are responsible of the creation of the universe. I am interesting also to other notions and aspects in relation with the existence of life in the universe. According to some fundamental laws in physics disc accretion is a real figure of the action of the Coriolis acceleration which is due to a flux of rays, matter or a flux of gravitons (gravitational elementary particles) which falls on the stellar matter and this matter will undergo disc accretion following a rotational motion under a coriolis effect and matter is pushed after in some way to turn around a gravitational center point. I think that it’s the secret of disc accretion phenomenon if we consider of course that the universe is rotating around itself. This phenomena resembles to the picture of the rotating water in a washing sink (or lavabo). This theory suggests according to the rotational motion of galaxies, planets, dusts and others that the disc accretion is the fundamental mechanism in the formation of planets, galaxies and all the Universe. The planet created in this way undergoes a force ejecting it to follow its rotational motion on a certain orbit near the creation interstellar or intergalactic medium and this orbit depends on the energy of the planet at its creation stage under the disc accretion and coriolis effects. The total number of planets and
stellar object in the universe must control also the velocity and the orbit of each planet. The absence of one of these planets will change the velocity and the orbit of each planet. This is to say that our system of planets and their number were planned to allow life or not on planets. I mean that the number of planets and object in our universe is strictly controlling the existence of life or no on planets through the velocity and the orbit of each planet which change if the number of the planets and stellar objects change. The stars also are accounted knowing that the extinction of one star is followed by the formation of another. The direction of the rotation of the planets control thoroughly life and the existence of creatures. For example, I use the notion of relative motion to prove that the sun will rise from the west if the earth undergoes an alteration in its direction of rotation due to an earthquake, asteroid or the modification in the direction of the terrestrial magnetic field. The relative motion shows that if the earth turns from the east to the west, the sun will rise from the west. This fact will change climate and seasons on the planet and the cycle of water will change on our planet also. For example, in Arabia Saoudite, it will be showers of rain instead the evaporation of water in August and in this month, it will be the contrast in USA, it will be summer with high temperature. This fact will induce several alterations on harvests and the quality of food and vegetables for example. The universe has a shape or frontiers, is it possible? Or these frontiers are just required to understand the universe? If we admit the existence of these frontiers, we are called to admit that one day all the stellar objects will return toward us once they will undergo shock or collision with the edge of the universe. If this will arrive one day, we will assist to a huge explosion of the universe in general and our planet earth in particular because of stellar objects returning toward us after undergoing collision with the edge of the universe. I think that the space time universe is contained inside a very huge and dense matter (according to my beliefs this very dense matter is GOD) and the frontiers of the universe are parts of these very dense matter. I think that asteroids are perhaps
objects resulting from these shocks with the frontiers of the universe. I propose also in this work to explain the vacuum in the space through basic concepts of physics as collisions. According to a study in physics of plasmas, the vacuum in plasmas is due to the presence of an infinite magnetic field in this plasmas. I propose to detect this intense magnetic field where there is no matter in space to test the validity of this hypothesis in space vacuum.